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Abstract:
We present a finite element method solver for partial derivatives equation in Monolix, a platform
for population modeling of longitudinal data. We have implemented the well-known Lagrange
finite element method in one, two and three dimensions of the space.







Résolution numérique d’équations aux dérivées partielles
par la méthode des éléments finis dans Monolix
Résumé : Ce document présente un solveur d’équations aux dérivées partielles utilisant la
méthode des éléments finis, implémenté pour le logiciel Monolix.
Mots-clés : éléments finis, équations aux dérivées partielles, solveur, maillage, modélisation,
pharmacocinétique, pharmacodynamique, Monolix
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1 Introduction
Monolix (MOdèles NOn LInéaires à effets miXtes) [1, 19, 5, 25] is a platform of reference for
model-based drug development. It combines the most advanced algorithms with unique ease
of use. Pharmacometricians of preclinical and clinical groups can rely on Monolix for popu-
lation analysis and to model pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) and other complex
biochemical and physiological processes [20, 18, 27]. Monolix is an easy, fast and powerful tool
for parameter estimation in non-linear mixed effect models, model diagnosis and assessment, and
advanced graphical representation.
The modeling of complex biological phenomenons with ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
or with delay differential equations (DDEs) and tools available for parameter estimation [17, 20,
18, 27, 28, 4, 16] of these models are widely used in PK/PD modeling. However these ordinary
differential equations neglect the spacial variation of the studied time varying phenomenons, thus
the using of partial derivatives equations (PDEs) for the modeling of biological phenomenons
[29, 33, 11, 31, 10, 32, 30, 2, 13] is more realistic when these phenomenons vary sensitively
in the space; even if as consequence, this yields to more complex processes for the solution
of these equations (PDE models), compared to ODEs/DDEs models. We have implemented a
finite element solver for PDEs in Monolix, in order to use the powerful algorithms available in
Monolix, for the estimation of parameters of models involving PDEs.
The document is organized as follows. In the second section we present shortly the main
material used for PDEs. The third section is devoted to a description of the C++ code entries
that must be provided by the user with the model, since the Mlxtran language used by Monolix
dot not yet integrate a syntax for PDEs. In the last section, we present a three-dimensional
example of estimation of parameters of a PDE model, computed with Monolix.
2 Material
We do not present the description of the finite element method itself [9, 12, 6, 23, 22], we give a
brief list of the main material used.
2.1 The methods
Model The user specifies:
• The model in its strong form. Let u be the unknown function of the model. The model is
given as a linear combination of the following operators:
∂u
∂t
, u, ∇u, Div(u), ∆u.
• The finite element discretization space: P0, P1, P2 or a combination of these spaces in the
case of a system of PDEs.
• The boundary conditions: Dirichlet, Neumann, Fourrier-Robin.
• The initial condition.
• The source term or right-hand side function.
The weak (variational) from of the equations are then deduced form these informations. We use
Lagrange finite element discretization.
Timestep In numerical simulation of time-dependent equations, numerical instabilities can
occur, particularly for explicit numerical schemes [24, 14, 26, 3, 21]. We use an implicit time
discretization of the equations and deduce the timestep with respect to the Courant-Friedrichs-
Lewy [7, 8] condition.
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2.2 The mesh
In the case of a mono-dimensional equation, the number of edges or the size of edges and the
bounds of the mesh are given. For two-dimensional and three-dimensional meshes, a mesh file
in Freefem++ [15] format (.mesh) is given, other formats will be integrated in the future.
3 Use case
The model description and the tasks dedicated do PDEs are not yet included into the Mlxtran
language. The user must then give informations to the software in an unusual format.
3.1 The project
We provide as examples three tests cases which are located in the folder




The associated models can be found in the folder Example/libraryMLXTRAN. However these
models do not really use the [EQUATION] section. These models can be run from Monolix only
if one uses the wright C++ code that goes with, since it cannot yet be generated automatically
by the software, the language Mlxtran used by Monolix being not ready for this. So, there




Each of these directories contains two C++ files: PopModelDefCallbacks.cpp, PopModelDef-
Callbacks.h, which describe the pde solver calling by Monolix. Once the user opens the project
with Monolix GUI, another GUI opens and he must select the C++ header and source files
associated with the running project, example for the project pde1D_project.mlxtran, one must
select monolixPdePlugins/test1D/PopModelDefCallbacks.h (header file) and PopModelDefCall-
backs.cpp (source file) of the same directory.
3.2 Code associated with the project
We present some important details about the contains of the source file which must be associated
with the project, we use for example the code associated with the project pde3D_project.mlxtran:





//code prefix for all non-local functions (that must be called by the software engine)
/**** C3d053180824c4637a5ad04fe5de33750 **************************************************/
//parameters defined in the model: Example/libraryMLXTRAN/pde3D.txt,
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/****** Model functions, must be of the type pde::PdeFunc defined as:
int Plugin_CALL C3d053180824c4637a5ad04fe5de33750NameOfTheFunction(double t, const double* X,
void * P, double* Y)
{
// t: time
// X: coordinates of the point in the space





//example: define right-hand side function
int Plugin_CALL C3d053180824c4637a5ad04fe5de33750f(double t, const double*X, void * P,
double* Y)
{
double x = X[0], y = X[1], z = X[2];
Y[0] = 1.0e-5*t*std::abs((x+y-10*x*y*z -3.0e-8*t) *std::sin(6.3*x*y*z +3.2e-6*t+ y*x*y)*2 +




int Plugin_CALL C3d053180824c4637a5ad04fe5de33750Neumann1(double t, const double*X,
void * P, double* Y){ ... }
int Plugin_CALL C3d053180824c4637a5ad04fe5de33750Neumann2(double t, const double*X,
void * P, double* Y){ ... }
int Plugin_CALL C3d053180824c4637a5ad04fe5de33750Fourrier3(double t, const double*X,
void * P, double* Y){ ... }
int Plugin_CALL C3d053180824c4637a5ad04fe5de33750Fourrier4(double t, const double*X,
void * P, double* Y){ ... }
//initialization of the calculations engine
void C3d053180824c4637a5ad04fe5de33750Initialize(AbsSystem* system)
{
AbsStatesIndiv* const systemAbsStates = system->asStatesIndividual();
systemAbsStates->setNbStateParameters(0);













double sensors[15]; //15 = number of sensors(5) * dimension of the space
sensors[0] = 0.0; sensors[1] = 0.1; sensors[2] = 0.8;//coordinates x,y,z of each sensor
sensors[3] = 0.5; sensors[4] = 0.6; sensors[5] = 0.41;
sensors[6] = 0.4; sensors[7] = 0.19; sensors[8] = 0.7;
sensors[9] = 0.8; sensors[10] = 0.91; sensors[11] = 0.1;
sensors[12] = 0.92; sensors[13] = 0.41; sensors[14] = 0.21;
//provide the mesh file, example on linux:
std::string meshFile = "/home/lixoft/lixoft/monolix/monolix433-pde/
demos/pde/monolixPdePlugins/resources/Cube1.mesh";
//initialization of the pde solver
/***
2D and 3D cases:
pdeSetSolver(const char* meshFile, int dimension, double t0, double tf,
const double* sensors, int sizeSensors, pde::Solver solverType);
1D case:
pdeSetSolver1dNp(double x0, double xL, int nbpoints, double t0, double tf,
double* sensors, int sizeSensors, pde::Solver solverType);
pdeSetSolver1dDx(double x0, double xL, double dx, double t0, double tf,
const double* sensors, int sizeSensors, pde::Solver solverType);
meshFile: name (absolute path) of the mesh file
dimension: dimension of the space(1,2 or 3)
[t0, tf]: simulation time interval
sensors: table of sensors coordinates
sizeSensors: the size of the table sensors
solverType: linear system resolution method (LU,CG(conjugate gradient),
BiCG(bi-conjugate gradient))
[x0, xL]: 1D domain
nbpoints: number of nodes of the 1D mesh
dx: size of the edges of the 1D mesh
Note: the interpolation space is fixed for now to piecewise linear finite
elements, some other solver features such as tolerance are fixed.
***/
systemAbsOde->pdeSetSolver(meshFile.c_str(),3,0.0,480.*360,sensors,15,pde::LU);
//define some constant functions
double Dirichlet5 = 16.0;
double Dirichlet6 = 18.0;
double g0 = 16.5;
//set boundary conditions
Inria
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/***
pdeSetBoundaryConditionsFunc(pde::BoundType num, pde::PdeFunc funy0, int label,
double coeff=1.0);
pdeSetBoundaryConditionsScal(pde::BoundType num, double y0, int label, double coeff=1.0);
num: the type of boundary condition (DIRICHLET, NEUMANN, FOURRIER)
funy0, y0: boundary condition
label: a number specifying on which boundary of the mesh the condition must be applied.
This number must be available in the mesh file as label of boundary elements.
coeff: the exchange coefficient, for example heat exchange (Fourrier conditions) between




























//update the model parameters on each call of Monolix
void C3d053180824c4637a5ad04fe5de33750Open(AbsSystem* system)
{
AbsStatesIndiv* const systemAbsStates = system->asStatesIndividual();
double* const customState = systemAbsStates->stateParametersBegin();
AbsOdeIndiv* const systemAbsOde = system;
double t0_MLX = systemAbsOde->lastQuiescTime();
double* const odeIni = systemAbsOde->lastQuiescComptBegin();
const double* const indPar = systemAbsStates->occasionParametersBegin();
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t0_MLX = 0.0;
systemAbsOde->startQuiescency(t0_MLX);
//set new values of the model parameters into the pde solver
/***
pdeSetModelCoeffGrad(double a0, double a1, double a2, const double* a3)
for the model: a0*
∂ u
∂ t
- a1*∆ u + a2*u + a3· ∇ u = f
pdeSetModelCoeffDiv(double a0, double a1, double a2, double a4)
for the model: a0*
∂ u
∂ t










4 Estimation of parameters of PDEs using Monolix
Let Ω be a tri-dimensional domain, and let ΓD ∪ ΓF ∪ ΓN be the boundary of Ω. Denote nX
the outer normal to the boundary of Ω on the bound X. The pde model used is a parabolic





− k∆u+ λu+ α · ∇u = f, on Ω× [0, T ],
∂u
∂nΓN
= g, on ΓN × [0, T ],
∂u
∂nΓF
= h− u, on ΓF × [0, T ],
u = uD, on ΓD × [0, T ],
u(., 0) = u0 on Ω, at t = 0.
(4.1)
Functions f, g, h, u0, uD have been chosen such that the solution u of the model solved with
piecewise linear Lagrange finite element varies between 5 and 30 over the domain Ω and the time
interval [0, T ], figure 1.
4.1 pde3D_project.mlxtran
Data The data used for the estimations of parameters C, k, λ, α of model (4.1) are simulated
for 15 individuals, using the same model with the following values of the parameters:
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The data have been obtained from the solution u at five sensors, where the parameters are
log-normally distributed:
a = apopeη, η ∼ N (0, ω2a), ωa = 0.2, a = C, k, λ.
For each individual we use five measurements in space (taken on sensors) and 480 records in
time for each sensor. The initial values of the parameters for the estimation algorithm are:
C0 = 3.5× 105, k0 = 1.5× 10−3, λ0 = 1.25.
The initial standard deviation of the random effects is ω = 0.5 for each parameter.
Parameter estimation The results of the estimation of these parameters with Monolix in
are presented the following. The mesh used has 64 vertices and 162 tetraheda. The estimation
algorithm used about 400 iterations, for a population of 15 individuals.
******************************************************************
* pde3D_project.mlxtran
* November 24, 2014 at 12:52:26
* Monolix version: 4.3.2
******************************************************************











Elapsed time is 4.55e+04 seconds.
CPU time is 2.29e+04 seconds.
Individual parameters estimation algorithm...
Elapsed time is 155 seconds.
CPU time is 155 seconds.
pde2D_project.mlxtran In this project, we compute the estimation of parameters C, k, λ, α
of model (4.1) in a bi-dimensional case. The data protocol is the same as done for the previous
project.
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Figure 1: Iso-lines and iso-surfaces of the finite element solution of the model (4.1) at time t = T .
The domain Ω = [0, 1]× [0, 1]× [0, 1] is a cube, the time t ∈ [0, T ], T = 48 × 3600s. The mesh
has 64 vertices and 162 tetraheda.
The parameters, the initial condition and the boundary conditions have been chosen as described
in [33, §4.2], with the same data generation protocol.
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